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AP THEORY III: CONE-LIKE GRADED SUSY, DYNAMIC
DARK ENERGY AND THE YM MILLENIUM PROBLEM
H. E. WINKELNKEMPER
Abstract. Artin Presentation Theory, (AP Theory), is a new, direct infusion,
via pure braid theory, of discrete group theory, (i.e., symmetry in its purest
form), into the theory of smooth 4-manifolds, (i.e., (3 + 1)-Quantum Gravity
in its purest topological form), thus exhibiting the most basic, rigorous, uni-
versal, model-free intrinsic gauge-gravity duality, in a non-infinitesimal, cone-
like graded, as holographic as possible, model-independent, non-perturbative,
background-independent, parameter-free manner. In AP Theory even smooth
topology change becomes gauge-theoretic, thus setting the stage for a rigor-
ous smooth topological (3 + 1)-QFT of Dynamic Dark Energy. In this theory,
the rigid ∞ of the dimension of classical Hilbert space is substituted by the
dynamic ∞ of the ∞ generation at each stage of a cone-like graded group of
topology-changing transitions/interactions. As a corollary, the Cosmological
Constant problem and the YM Millenium Mass Gap problem, two of the most
perplexing main problems of modern theoretical physics, become rigorously,
intimately mathematically related, by having the same qualitative dynamical
roots. Ultimately our main point is meta-mathematical, as far as modern
physics is concerned: due to the discrete group-theoretic conceptual simplic-
ity of the theory, with its group-theoretic ’Planckian membrane/discreteness’
starting point, the fact that it is not just a mere mathematical model, and
all its properties above, any other mathematically rigorous approach to the
above problems has to built on AP Theory and be topologically absorbed and
enveloped by it.
1. Introduction
And now we might add something concerning a certain most subtle Spirit, which
pervades and lies hid in all gross bodies. I. Newton, (as quoted by Schwinger, [S]).
Ou bien il n’y aurait rien au monde qui ne fuˆt d’origine e´lectromagne´tique.
Ou bien cette partie qui serait pour ainsi dire commune a´ tous le phe´nomenes
physiques ne serait qu’une apparence, quelque chose qui tendrait a´ nos methodes de
mesure. H. Poincare´, [P2], p.498.
Die Frage, was das elektromagnetische Feld ist, kann so wenig beantwortet wer-
den wie die Frage, was Masse ist. H. Weyl, [We], p.307.
I think however, one should keep in mind that there is some unknown field in-
volved here. W. Pauli, [P], p.xviii; letter to V. Weisskopf after the discovery of
parity violation.
This paper exhibits a sporadic, characteristic of dimension 4, mathematically rig-
orous, smooth (3+1)-dimensional topological theory, in which many very important
analytic and quantitative problems of modern physics, some not even yet rigorously
well-posed, have actual rigorous, qualitative smooth topological analogues with ac-
tual dynamic smooth topological solutions.
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The Theory of Artin Presentations is a new, rigorous, direct infusion of discrete
group theory, via pure framed/colored braid theory and their defining purely group
theoretic equation, the Artin Equation, into the very physical relevant theory of
smooth, compact (3 + 1)-manifolds, which goes beyond, (as explained on p.9 of
[W2]), merely substituting a ’surgery diagram’ by a framed braid.
For a quick first introduction to the basic mathematics of AP Theory, all of
whose concepts were already very well-known to Poincare´, see [C1] and section 2
of [W2], (which we assume the reader has at hand), and references therein.
This new infusion of discrete group theory is obtained with group Presentation
Theory, i.e., Geometric Group Theory, introduced by Poincare´ into Topology, which
is more basic and canonical than group Representation Theory of Lie groups and
their subgroups, which is more familiar and well-known among physicists.
In fact, AP Theory, although very conceptually simple and absolutely math-
ematically rigorous, is somewhat unconventional and subtle, as far as Physics is
concerned: its basic equation, the Artin Equation, which characterizes pure framed
braids, is at each stage, n, a discrete, purely group theoretic equation in the free
group, Fn, thus avoiding all infinitesimal analytic differential equations and their
analytic difficulties and nomographic restrictions. A priori, so-called ’field theory
divergences’ do not appear in AP Theory; compare to [De].
In AP Theory all its smooth differential 3-manifolds and 4-manifolds, M3(r),
W 4(r), are obtained by means of a non-infinitesimal, non-local, holographic, topo-
logical construction, ([W1], [W2], [C], [CW]), starting from a diffeomorphism h(r) :
Ωn → Ωn, determined by the Artin presentation r, which restricts to the identity
on the boundary of Ωn, the compact 2-disk in the plane with n holes.
The Artin Equation is intimately related to Donaldson’s Theorem, [W2], p.9,
despite the absence of moduli in AP Theory.
In the cone-like graded AP Theory, the purely group-theoretic Artin presenta-
tion r, on n generators, a completely discrete concept, uniquely determines, up to
isotopies keeping boundaries fixed, the diffeomorphism h(r) : Ωn → Ωn, a smooth
2D, continuous, i.e., ’membranic’ concept.
This is the rigorous group-theoretic, qualitative topological Planckian
analogue in AP Theory to Planck’s quantitative analytical E = hν postulate,
i.e., Planck’s Law.
It was discovered in 1975, by Gonza´lez-Acun˜a using work of Artin; see [W1].
Observe that Planck’s Law was a postulate, whereas Gonza´lez-Acun˜a’s topolog-
ical analogue is a theorem, see [W1].
In AP Theory the particle-wave duality becomes particle-membrane duality.. In
fact, string-membrane duality, if we consider the discrete Artin presentation r in-
tuitively as a ’cosmic string’, instead of a discrete particle, see section 3 ahead.
AP Theory is the ultimate, most basic, cone-like graded Membrane Theory,
emerging out of the discrete ’vacuum’ of discrete group theory.
In this sense, AP Theory is a rigorous Membranic Higgs Mechanism, [W], p.96.
In AP Theory, ’mass’ is this membranic mass, enhanced by the dynamic energy
of the Torelli actions discussed below; compare to [W], p.132.
Topologically, ’electro-magnetism’ seems to become ’membranism’, a fact which
appears to have been intuited in the above quotes.
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It also seems to be relevant to Witten’s ’big question’ in [Wi3], related to the
LHC: ’This is the question of why ”electromagnetism” is so different from the ”weak
interactions”.’ Compare also to [NN].
All this is genuinely in the spirit of Poincare´ ’s conception of quantum physics,
see remark 1 in the last section.
This is the basic, fundamental, topological ’Planckian’ continuum/discreteness
Duality of AP Theory, which also induces immediately a gauge/ gravity duality,
by means of the holographic construction of smooth (3+ 1)-manifoldsW 4(r), from
the h(r) : Ωn → Ωn, see [W1].
(Notice that this construction goes in exactly the opposite direction of the still
heuristic 4D dimensional reduction to 2D via σ models as in, e.g., [BJSV], as well
as that at the beginning of the Geometric Langlands program, [Wi5].)
These properties allow AP Theory to have a graded, (by the positive integers), in-
finitely generated at each stage, group of homology preserving, but smooth topology-
changing group of transition and interactions on smooth (3 + 1)-manifolds, the
Torelli transitions/interactions (see [W2], [C]).
In fact, these transitions/interactions should be regarded as providing the ’inte-
gration’ of the discrete Artin Equation.
This immediately supports C. N. Yang’s fundamental gauge principle that ”Sym-
metry dictates Interaction”,(see [D], p. 218, also [Fe]).
These Torelli transitions/interactions act naturally, simultaneously, holographi-
cally, in unison, on the Artin presentation r, the associated membrane h(r) : Ωn →
Ωn and the associated smooth (3+1)-manifoldsW
4(r); thus the Torelli also act on
the constituitivity of the space-time universes, the W 4(r). Compare to Schwinger’s
Newton quote above.
AP Theory is, a priori, a universal, intrinsic, model-independent gauge theory,
not restricted to the ’interior’ metric connection gauge theory of one single given
4-manifold, just as Cobordism Theory is a universal, intrinsic model-free homology
theory, not restricted to the interior homology of one single, given manifold.
AP Theory is not related to any particular Lie group, except SU(2), and that
is via Donaldson’s theorem, see [W2], p.9., not, a priori, with any direct SU(2)-
connection related Differential Geometry.
Discrete group theory acts, in general, exteriorly, universally on the smooth (3+
1)-manifolds, but, as in Cobordism theory, it can also act on the same underlying
topological (3+1)-manifold, (see [C]), thus acting ’internally’ on its constituitivity,
justifyfing again the name topological gauge theory.
The discrete r are the AP theoretic ’cosmic strings’, ’magnetons’, ’gauge parti-
cles’, [MO]; the h(r) : Ωn → Ωn, the ’membratons’, ’strangelets’, ’wavicles’, ([W],
p.132) and the W 4(r), the ’space-time universes’.
The infinity of the static dimension of classical Hilbert space has been
substituted by the cone-like, graded dynamic infinity, at each stage, of
the generation of the cone-like graded group of homology-preserving,
topology-changing Torelli transitions/interactions.
This increases the power of AP Theory as a mere 2D membrane theory and will
reveal the rigidity of the ∞ dimension of classical Hilbert space as a serious obstruc-
tion to solving important problems of Modern Physics rigorously, by considering
their smooth topological ’completions’ and dynamics therein, in AP Theory.
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In AP Theory this Rigidity has been broken, quantized itself, so to speak, thus
also affecting classical SUSY, compare to [Wi2] and section 3 ahead, as well as the
classical formulations of the Cosmological Constant, [Ca], [Ca2], and Mass Gap
problems, [JW], [V], see sections 4 and 5 ahead.
Non-commutativity appears naturally in AP Theory: the above graded group
of topology-changing transitions is at each stage, n, isomorphic to the infinitely
generated commutator subgroup of the pure braid group on n strands, (see [W1],
p.250), with its recently discovered ’binary free-ness’ property, [LM].
Indeterminism also appears in AP Theory, but only at the most basic 2D ’Planck-
ian’ level: the h(r) : Ωn → Ωn are only determined by the Artin presentation r up
to smooth isotopies, which restrict to the identity on the boundary of Ωn.
Notice here, that the vacuum fluctuations/excitations, h(r) : Ωn → Ωn, de-
fine ’indeterminism’ rigorously, not viceversa and non-rigorously, by appealing to
’virtual’ particles via the Heisenberg Uncertainty principle. Compare to [H].
This is all that is left of Bohr’s ’statistic correspondence’ implied by the classi-
cal quantum mechanical discontinuum/continuum correspondence, compare to [P],
p.1086, and [H].
As in the work of Poincare´ cited in section 6, remark 1, their is no need, a priori,
to consider thermodynamic arguments in AP Theory.
In AP Theory this continuum/discreteness correspondence, becomes a concise
cone-like, rigorous, group-theoretic discrete/membranic correspondence, which, fur-
thermore, is intimately related to the important concept of Quantum Chromody-
namics, (QCD): ’confinement’, p.130, [W]; [Wi4], p.2 and section 5, ahead.
Confinement is a rigorous topological concept in AP Theory; compare to [Wi4],
p.2.
The indeterminism in AP Theory immediately causes confinement. See section
5.
These 3 fundamental ’quantum’ properties, (the ∞ of infinite generation, non-
commutativity, indeterminism), together with the above topological Planckian mem-
branic continuum/discreteness duality as a rigorous mathematical starting point,
the fact that AP Theory is not a mere mathematical model and its discrete group-
theoretic conceptual simplicity, certainly makes AP Theory into a genuine, au-
tonomous, cone-like, graded (3 + 1)-Quantum Gauge Theory, related moreover to
the Lie group SU(2), via Donaldson’s Theorem.
In the following sections, we show how AP Theory has genuine qualitative dy-
namic topological analogues to the three very important quantitative physical prob-
lems above and how, furthermore, by starting with the r and their corresponding
h(r) : Ωn → Ωn as its rigorous smooth topological Planckian starting point, its ’zero
point vacuum fluctuations’, AP Theory also gives their rigorous, dynamic smooth
topological solutions.
It will become clear that these three important problems can be solved in AP
Theory, only because its basic equation, the Artin Equation, is not a nomographi-
cally challenged analytic, nor infinite dimensional Hilbert space using equation, such
as the Schroedinger equation, the Wheeler-DeWitt equation, analytic Lagrangians,
Hamiltonians, Aharonov-Bohm potentials,etc.
The Artin Equation allows us to intimately relate the most global
(3+1)-topology-changing transition/interactions to a most local, smooth
2D topological Planckian starting point of discrete/continuum duality.
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In AP Theory, the most local discrete particles, the cosmic strings r, are related
to the most global smooth universes W 4(r), both tied and bound together by the
powerful symmetries, the Torelli transitions, acting in unison on both.
This is mathematically possible only because, in AP Theory, we start from a
rigorous, natural topological analogue to Planck’s Law and end, not with the static
rigidity of infinite dimensional Hilbert space of classic Heisenberg-Schroedinger
Quantum Mechanics, but with the dynamic infinite generation at each stage, of
the above graded group of topology-changing transitions and interactions on the
smooth (3 + 1)-spacetime universes W 4(r).
This is especially relevant for topologically, qualitatively dynamically relating
and solving the Cosmological Constant and YM Millenium Mass Gap problems of
sections 4 and 5 below, respectively.
Since the smooth (3 + 1)-spacetime universes W 4(r) represent the last topo-
logical vestige of Einsteinian Gravity, this makes AP Theory also a genuine topo-
logical Quantum Gravity Theory, a smooth topological (3 + 1)-TOE,(’theory of
everything’), rigorously avoiding so-called field theory divergences, black holes, etc.
Compare to [De].
We conjecture that AP Theory is the unique, rigorous, ’tightest’, most concep-
tually simple, universal metamathematical ’net’ to have both these fundamental
features from Quantum Mechanics and General Relativity.
It is the extraordinary conceptually simplicity of the cone-like graded symmetry
of AP Theory, with its powerful Torelli transitions/interactions, which allows it to
topologically absorb and mathematically relate many general, important, unsolved
questions of Modern Physics to each other.
2. AP Theory as the (3 + 1)-QFT with the Most General and
Strongest Interactions
AP Theory is, purely mathematically speaking, first of all, the sharpest topo-
logical (3 + 1)-QFT, extending this format of Atiyah, et al., to the maximum, by
basing it rigorously on a ’topological Planckian Continuous to Discrete’ starting
point, from which this whole sporadic (3+1)-QFT, characteristic of dimension 4D,
follows.
Thus the ’cut and paste’ categorical cobordisms, partition functions and Morse
theories of classical (3+1)-TQFTs, are substituted by the much more subtle, graded,
infinitely generated at each stage, group of topology-changing, but homology pre-
serving group of Torelli transitions/interactions. See, e.g., the example on p.8 of
[W2], as well as [C], where it is shown that such transitions can change the smooth
structure of a smooth (3+1)-manifold, but keep the underlying topological structure
intact.
In AP Theory, even smooth topology-change, e.g., Morse Theory, becomes purely
group-theoretic, i.e. gauge-theoretic in a model-free manner.
The last vestiges of Hilbert space in AP Theory, as a classic (3 + 1)-TQFT, are
the symmetric, integer matrices A(r), the ’exponent sum’ matrices associated to
each Artin presentation r, see [W3], which are intimately related to Donaldson’s
Theorem, see [W2], p.9.
AP Theory is a sporadic, holographic theory, characteristic of smooth dimension
(3+ 1), which, nevertheless, contains all closed, orientable 3-manifolds and enough
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smooth 4-manifolds, (including the Kummer surface and all simply-connected, el-
liptic E(n) complex surfaces, [CW]), that non-trivial, purely group-theoretic Don-
aldson theories and Seiberg-Witten theories are still present in AP Theory (see p.9,
[W2]), unlike as with the (3 + 1)-TQFTs studied in, e.g., [CFW], p.2.
AP Theory still contains an unavoidable, intrinsic, irreducible concept of inde-
terminism: the purely discrete Artin presentation r, only determines the analytic,
smooth 2D ’membranic’ vacuum fluctuation/excitation h(r) : Ωn → Ωn up to
smooth isotopies of Ωn, which restrict to the identity on the boundary of Ωn. As
mentioned above, this leads to the analogue in AP Theory of QCD ’confinement’,
see section 5 ahead.
Except for this smooth topological uncertainty, AP Theory is totally determin-
istic, compare to [H]. Indeterminacy, uncertaintity in AP Theory has, so to speak,
been ’quantized’ itself: the vacuum fluctuation/excitations h(r) : Ωn → Ωn, give
indeterminism, not viceversa, as with classical Heisenberg Uncertainty defining ’self-
annhilating virtual particles’, etc., in a non-rigorous heuristic manner.
Thus, it is reasonable to call this (3 + 1)-QFT, with the most radical topology-
changing interactions The (3 + 1)-QFT for Dynamic Dark Energy, see section 4
ahead.
What other analogues to Dynamical Dark Energy can exist in rigorous math-
ematical physics, than the most radical smooth (3 + 1)-topology-change possible,
which moreover is directly related to a genuine topological Planckian starting point?
If membranicity is mass, AP Theory is ’an unseen quantum field that suffuses
the entire cosmos...and imparts mass to all particles’. Compare to [A].
It other words AP Theory is the ’membranic Higgs field’. Compare to [W], p.96.
AP Theory is indeed the most conceptually simple and most universal rigor-
ous (3 + 1)-QFT; compare to [ACK], which furthermore, is graded and cone-like,
as holographic as possible, model-independent, non-perturbative, back-ground in-
dependent and parameter-free, all very desired important properties of Modern
Physics.
Thus in AP Theory, at least at the smooth topological level, indeed (3 + 1)-
QFT ”has been developed as a mathematical subject”, ([JW], p.4), at least smooth
topologically, with dynamic applications, in unison to the Cosmological Constant
problem and the YM Millenium Mass Gap problem, see sections 4 and 5 ahead.
3. AP Theory as The Cone-like, Graded Embodiment of SUSY
Due to its extremely basic discrete group-theoretic nature, which is graded by
the positive integers, i.e. AP Theory is ’cone-like’, which allows the existence of the
∞-generated at each stage, graded, radical topology-changing interactions in the
previous section, (dynamic dark energy), it is natural to consider the sheer existence
of AP Theory already as an incarnation, embodiment, so to speak, of Supersym-
metry (SUSY). The sheer mathematical existence of the rigorous group-theoretic
AP Theory meta-mathematically takes the place of ”SUSY as a lost symmetry that
existed in the early universe.” See [A].
The sheer mathematcal existence of AP Theory as a whole is its rigorous analog
of the ”Big Bang”, when all that existed was ’symmetry’ balled into a ’superforce’,
whose analog in AP Theory are the ∞-generated at each stage, Torelli transi-
tions/interactions; the Artin presentations r are the associated ’cosmic strings’.
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We quote Wilczek on Quantum Chromodynamics, [W], p.196: ”QCD is in a
profound and literal sense constructed as the embodiment of symmetry”.
Due to its basic, discrete group-theoretic nature, not only is AP Theory even
more universally symmetric, but, unlike QCD at this stage, it is also a entirely
mathematically rigorous theory.
AP Theory is the mathematically rigorous embodiment of cone-like graded SUSY.
In AP Theory, the holographic construction of 4D smooth structures on the
W 4(r) from the 2D membrane diffeomorphisms, the h(r) : Ωn → Ωn, allowed for
the existence of the radical, powerful symmetries, the Torelli, to act in unison,
simultaneously, on the discrete r, the h(r) : Ωn → Ωn and the W
4(r). This is a
rigorous version of Wilczek’s ”Eliminating mass enables us to bring more symmetry
into the mathematical description of Nature”, [Wil2], p. 35.
There is no need to evoke infinite dimensional Hilbert space for establishing a
SUSY: the infinite generation, at each stage, of the action of the topology-changing
Torelli transitions/interactions, represent a SUSY in a more direct, stronger dy-
namical, i.e., physical, manner.
SUSY is ’broken’ mainly because, in AP Theory, the rigidity of the ∞ dimension
of classical Hilbert space has been ’broken’ in a very canonical graded, cone-like,
rigorous way. Compare to [Wi2].
Other approaches to SUSY also exist in AP Theory, since one can stabilize
naturally. Furthermore, due to Milnor Triality in AP Theory, ([W1],p. 227), it is
natural to refer to Artin presentations of the trivial group as ’bosons’ and to Artin
presentations of the binary icosahedral group of order 120, as ’fermions’. Then,
the SUSY which equates them, is false, but abstractly just barely so. Via Covering
theory, then every fermion determines a boson.
According to Pauli, [P], p.ix, ”The Exclusion Principle is a necessary manifesta-
tion of the symmetries of the material world”. The sheer existence of the discrete,
purely group-theoretic, cone-like SUSY in AP Theory augments this view.
As intuited correctly in [G], SUSY is a consequence of low-dimensionality and
group theory.
This is rigorously butressed by the following analogues to the very important
properties of classical SUSY mentioned in [A] and [Wi1].
i) Relation with Dark Matter. See next section.
ii) AP Theory and Confinement (see section 5). The cone-like SUSY of AP
Theory, just as that of Seiberg and Witten, see [A], is related to QCD confinement,
in a topological analogous way.
iii) AP Theory and Donaldson/Seiberg-Witten Theory (see p. 9 of [W2])
iv) A promising topological relation with the Standard Model a´ la [BMS], of
Loop Quantum Gravity, see section 6, remark 2 below.
v) AP Theory is also a ’as holographic as possible’, back-ground independent
(3 + 1)-String Theory, (see [Wi1], p.3): Artin presentations as ’strings’, which are
inmune to the just nomographical criticisms given to mere continuous arcs in a back-
ground space, as ’strings’. As presentations, the r have a very intuitive string-like
property caused by Jordan’s Theorem in the plane, see [C1], p.364.
In AP Theory the discrete, group-theoretic ’string’ r is immediately related to
4D gravity, i.e., smooth 4D manifolds, via the the basic holographic construction
ofW 4(r) from r, justifying the name cosmic strings. A priori, no higher dimensions
are needed to give consistency to this ’string theory’.
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As far as AP Theory is concerned, ’t Hooft intuited correctly about the existence
of a relation between 4D Quantum Gauge Theory and String Theory; see [W2], pp.
5, 11.
In AP Theory, the Hierarchy Problem (’why gravity is so weak’, [W]), can be
solved, a priori, by observing, that the (3 + 1)-dimensional smooth space-time
universesW 4(r) are actually constructed holographically and non-locally, from the
2D membranes, the vacuum fluctuations h(r) : Ωn → Ωn.
The fact that AP Theory is cone-like, i.e. graded with a starting point, allows
one to substitute mathematically rigorous order and induction arguments, instead
of non-rigorous ’anthropic’ arguments, compare to [Wi1], p.6.
With AP Theory, in the cone-like String Landscape of the W 4(r) universes, the
non-perturbative, dynamic vacuum energy unleashed by the ∞-generated at each
stage, cone-like graded group of Torelli topology- changing transitions/interactions,
is fixed by the fundamental theory, without the need of an ’adjustment mechanism’.
Compare to [Po].
4. Dynamic Dark Energy and the Cosmological Constant Problem
Recall that in AP Theory, from the Artin presentations r and the vacuum fluc-
tuations/excitations, the h(r) : Ωn → Ωn, the smooth 4D universesW
4(r), the last
vestiges of Einsteinian gravity, are constructed, in such a manner that the infinitely
generated Torelli transitions/interactions act on all three simultaneously, in unison
and, on the smooth W 4(r), cause a radical and subtle homology-preserving (3+1)-
topology-change. Thus we can say the Torelli transitions/interactions act on the
holographic constituitivity of the (3 + 1) space time universes W 4(r). Compare to
Schwinger’s Newton quote above.
It is natural to consider this phenomenon as a rigorous qualitative analogue of
Dynamic Dark Energy, the so-called energy of the vacuum, represented by a positive
’cosmological constant’ and non-rigorously atributed to the Uncertainty Principle,
(see, e.g., [Ca], section 4).
In other words, these ’are good reasons to consider dynamic dark energy as an
alternative to an honest cc’, see Carroll, [Ca2], p.11.
The Artin presentations r form the discrete AP-vacuum and their, infinitely
generated at each stage, group-theoretic Torelli symmetries give the dynamic energy
of the vacuum, i.e., dynamic dark energy all the way up to the infinitely generated
at each stage, topology-changing transitions/interactions of the smooth (3 + 1)-
universes, the W 4(r).
Thus, in AP Theory, not only is ’the quantum vacuum a dynamic medium’,
[Wil1], p.864, but, in AP Theory, the purely discrete Artin presentations, i.e. the
’empty space’ in AP Theory, generates, via the ∞-generated at each stage, graded
group of Torelli transitions, the dynamics of Dark Energy.
This qualitative cc is a consequence of the cone-likeness, with topological Planck-
ian starting point, of the extraordinary symmetry of AP Theory, the rigorous AP-
analogue of classical ’broken’ SUSY, given by the graded (infinitely generated at
each stage) Torelli transitions/interactions.
What other rigorous mathematical analogue can there be for the (3+1)-topology-
change energy of the Torelli transitions/excitations acting on the purely discrete
vacuum of the Artin presentations r, simultaneously, in unison, to also give smooth
(3 + 1)-topology-change?
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This qualitative meta-mathematical phenomenon is the ’field’ analogue of the
quantitative ’the cc is positive’. ([Ca], section 4)
The Artin Equation is the cone-like graded equation for vacuum energy.
Its group-theoretic, non-infinitesimal, non-analytic nature should be necessary
for all the properties above to be possible and rigorously deducible. It is very
unlikely that any non-trivial metric analytic differential-geometric PDE based the-
ory could handle such radical smooth topology-changing transitions/interactions in
unison with a topological Planckian starting point.
It is the sheer meta-mathematical existence of AP Theory, with its cone-like
SUSY, its ’super gauge-ness’ which is a qualitative, non-infinitesimal, macroscopic
analogue for the positivity of the cosmological constant, as a measure of the energy
density of the discrete group-theoretic vacuum, [Ca], p.7.
AP Theory is ’the dynamical field’ which replaces a constant ’fine-tuned’ numer-
ical cc, p.33, [Ca].
Since unbroken classical Supersymmetry implies that the cc is zero, the sheer
existence of AP Theory seems to indicate that also a classical rigorous SUSY would
have to be ’broken’, but in a nice, canonical, graded with a starting point, oversee-
able way by AP Theory: ’broken’ is just its graded ’cone-like-ness’. Compare to
Witten, [Wi1]. Thus there is no need for non-rigorous ’anthropic’ arguments here.
There is ’no special symmetry which could enforce a vanishing vacuum energy,
while remaining consistent with the known laws of physics’, p.9, [Ca].
The only ’symmetry’, which comes closest in doing this rigorously,
is the sheer meta-mathematical existence of the very symmetric group-
theoretic AP Theory itself as a whole.
This again supports AP Theory as the incarnation, embodiment, of cone-like
SUSY. In AP Theory the ’positivity of the cc’ is due to the graded cone-like-ness of
SUSY and the power of its ∞-generated at each stage group of topology-changing
transitions/interactions.
It is natural to suppose that as the sharpest (3 + 1)-QFT of section 2 above,
with the most general and radical interactions, should also be the QFT of Dynamic
Dark Energy.
There is no need to postulate a ’Quantum Higgs Field’, [W], p.96, nor a ’Quin-
tessence Field’, to start solving the conundrum of the cc problem. The whole AP
Theory is that meta-mathematical ’field’.
It is interesting to ask whether the Poincare´ homology 3-sphere, (as a ’composite
graviton’, [Su]), whose fundamental group is the binary icosahedral group, I(120),
of order 120, is the cause, (when using the usual analytic field-theoretic methods),
that the classic quantitative cc is 120 orders of magnitude larger than the observed
one. Compare to p.31, [Ca].
Notice the general semantic similarities of this rigorous, intrinsic, dynamic quali-
tative section 4 with the more heuristic, quantitative, analytic approaches to the cc,
e.g., [BP]: ”... the repeated nucleation of membranes dynamically generates regions
with a cosmological constant...”.
5. The YM Millenium Problem with Mass Gap
This section augments section 3 of [W2], by relating the Mass Gap problem with
the cc problem by stressing the Dynamics of the Torelli transitions/interactions, as
in section 4 above.
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Due to its basic, conceptually simple, purely discrete group-theoretic nature, it
is clear that AP Theory is a model-free smooth topological 4D Quantum Yang-Mills
Theory, in the sense of [JW]. Due to all the properties above, AP Theory indeed
gives a ’mathematical understanding of the quantum behaviour of four-dimensional
gauge theory, and a precise definition of quantum gauge theory in four dimensions.
Compare to [JW], p.3.
AP Theory contains, in particular, a rigorous, non-perturbative, parameter-free,
model-free Quantum YM Gauge Theory, which has cone-like SUSY, making it even
more of a incarnation of symmetry than QCD, as in [W], p.196.
AP Theory is indeed a mathematically complete example of a smooth topological,
model-independent quantum gauge theory in four-dimensional spacetime, a precise
definition of a sporadic, intrinsic, model-free, quantum gauge theory characteristic
of four dimensions.
Meta-mathematically, this already solves topologically, the first part of the YM
Millenium problem, without any ’new fundamental ideas’. Compare to [JW2]. The
ideas of Poincare´, naturally augmented by AP Theory, suffice. See section 6 ahead.
The purely group-theoretic, non-analytic Artin Equation avoids having to solve
intractable PDE and other nomographical problems of QCD in its present state
and in other theories. Its discreteness immediately gives non-perturbativity as
well as back-ground independence and the powerful topology-changing cone-like,
graded group of Torelli transitions/interactions, where ∞ generation, at each stage,
replaces the rigid, static ∞ of the dimension of classical Hilbert space.
The serious problem of ’the masslessness of classical YM-waves’, [JW], p.2, does
not arise AP Theory: the membrane-ness of the basic topological Planck particle-
membrane duality gives ’mass’, to these ’waves’, wavicles’, the h(r) : Ωn → Ωn, the
membranic vacuum fluctuations.
Thus it is natural to expect AP Theory to be the theory in which the YM
Millenium Mass Gap problem should be solved, at least topologically, qualitatively,
dynamically in a model-free manner, in analogy to section 4 above.
We now point out, building on section 4 of [W2], how the second part of the YM
Millenium Problem, the so-called ’mass gap problem’, also has rigorous qualitative,
dynamic topological meaning, intimately related to the cc.
In AP Theory the YMMilleniumMass Gap problem is the 2Dmeta-mathematically
analogue, parallel to the 4D cc problem of section 4.
The mass gap is given qualitatively by the infinitely generated, at each stage,
Torelli transitions/interactions, (whose dynamic ∞ substitutes the rigid static∞ of
the dimension of Hilbert space), acting on the vacuum fluctuations h(r) : Ωn → Ωn
in unison with their dynamic dark energy action on the spacetimes W 4(r).
We view AP Theory more ’locally’, (just with the h(r) : Ωn → Ωn), as a rigorous
discrete group-theoretic analogue of QCD, which, as already mentioned, (see p.196
of [W]), ”..is in a profound and literal sense constructed as the embodiment of
symmetry”.
The cause of a Mass Gap in AP Theory is just the dynamic 2D energy displayed
by the the Torelli transitions, acting on the vacuum fluctuations h(r) : Ωn →
Ωn, instead of the space-time universes W
4(r), where they generate dynamic dark
energy.
Qualitatively, dynamically, topologically speaking, a positive mass gap is related
to a positive cosmological constant, via the Torelli action acting simultaneously,
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in unison on the ’local’ vacuum fluctuations, the h(r) : Ωn → Ωn and the ’global’
spacetime universes, the W 4(r). Compare to [J].
The Torelli just acting on the h(r) : Ωn → Ωn, i.e., acting membranically, give
”massive excitations” in unison, while generating Dark Energy (topology change)
on the space-time universes W 4(r).
This is the qualitative analogue to the quantitative mass gap of property (1) of
p.3 of [JW].
In AP Theory, considered as a Quantum Yang-Mills Theory, the Mass
Gap is intimately related to Dynamic Dark Energy, in a very concise non-
perturbative manner and the mathematical reason for their dynamic
’positivity’, via the powerful Torelli action is essentially the same.
The cc problem and the YM Millenium Mass Gap problem have exactly the same
dynamic cause and this is only made possible by substituting the static rigidity of
the ∞ dimension of Hilbert space, by the graded, cone-like dynamic ∞ generation,
at each stage, of the group of Torelli transitions/interactions.
Thus the mass gap in AP Theory is ’dynamically generated’ as in more classic
analytic perturbative approaches, see [Go], [F].
The mass/energy of these ’massive excitations’ is stronger than merely letting
the h(r) : Ωn → Ωn iterate themselves.
All this so that genuine topological analogues to other important properties, be-
sides the mass gap, (i.e.,property (1) of p.3 of [JW]) of the YM Millenium problem,
properties (2) and (3) also mentioned on p.3 of [JW], are displayed as follows.
Property (3) is trivial in AP Theory, the Torelli obviously leaving the cone-like
graded vacuum invariant.
Property (2), confinement, seems to be the clear also, as explained in [W2],
section 3: due to the fact that the h(r) : Ωn → Ωn are determined only up to
isotopies, their fixed points, i.e. our ’quarks’, ’partons’, although they have to exist
mathematically, can not be determined individually, i.e., they are invisible so to
speak. See [JW2].
In AP Theory ’confinement’ follows immediately from ’indeterminism’
The vacuum fluctuations/ excitations h(r) : Ωn → Ωn, when iterated, are topo-
logical versions of the Casimir Effect. Compare to [F], [J].
Thus in AP Theory, the Casimir effect, the mass gap and dynamic dark energy
are all related via the Torelli transitions/interactions, operating on the membranic
vacuum fluctuations h(r) : Ωn → Ωn.
This scenario becomes even more dynamically chaotic, since these Torelli actions
combine naturally with the mere iteration of the homeomorphisms h(r) : Ωn → Ωn,
the AP analogue of the Casimir force.
Thus Nielsen-Thurston theory as well as Artin-Mazur zeta functions come into
play.
In this section we have shown that inside AP Theory lies a rigorous conceptually
simple topological theory with topological properties, which are genuine qualitative
analogues to the most important desiderata of the actual, analytic, quantitative YM
Millenium Problem.
The Mass Gap part of the YM Millenium problem is nothing but the qualitative
’positive cc’ part of the Dynamic Dark Energy problem as in section 4, but at the
2D level of the membranic vacuum fluctuations h(r) : Ωn → Ωn, instead of at the
4D level of smooth topology-change of the space-time universes W 4(r).
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Given the fact that, as explained in the introduction, the rigidity of the ∞
dimension of classical Hilbert space, (which is used in the formulation of the classical
YM Millenium Mass Gap problem, (see, e.g., [V]) has been dynamically broken
by the graded, ∞-generated at each stage, Torelli transitions/interactions, this
dynamic solution to the mass gap problem is the best one can hope for in AP
Theory.
Due to its intimate meta-mathematical similarity wih AP Theory as a Dynamic
Dark Energy Theory, due to the holographic construction of the (3 + 1)-universes
W 4(r) from the mass excitations of the vacuum transitions/excitations, the h(r) :
Ωn → Ωn, and the fact that the Torelli actions act in unison on both, it seems
unlikely that the original YM Millenium Problem of [JW] can be completely solved
analytically, in a rigorous non-perturbative manner.
It is very likely that the discreteness of the purely group-theoretic Artin Equation
as well as the substitution in AP Theory, of the rigid∞ of the dimension of classical
Hilbert space, by the cone-like graded dynamic ∞ of the generation, at each stage,
of the topology-changing Torelli transitions/interactions, are necessary for all these
properties to co-exist rigorously, even just in the topological case, leave alone the
more rigid metric cases. Compare to [W], p.97. Compare also to remark 1 below.
Does AP Theory destroy, with its infinitely generated, smooth, topology-changing
transitions, any hope of finding smooth analytic, non-perturbative solutions to any
physically relevant equations appearing in the actual YM Millenium problem?
In other words, it seems very likely that the starting point of a rigorous, classic
YM Millenium Theory of [JW], has to reside in AP Theory (and be related there
to Dynamic Dark Energy Theory), but once inside it, it would acquiere the seeds
of its own destruction, by the ∞-generated topology-changing Torelli dynamics, as
a mathematically rigorous, analytic, smooth non-perturbative (3 + 1)-QFT.
We conjecture that any non-perturbative, smooth analytic approach to the (3+1)-
YM Millenium problem is incompatible with the universal, ∞-generated at each
stage, graded smooth topology-change theory of the Torelli transitions/interactions
Does the AP topological Planck analogue, i.e., the AP Theory, r/ h(r) : Ωn →
Ωn, ’cosmic string/membrane’ duality, ’do’ for the cc problem, (as in [Ca]), and
the YM Millenium Mass Gap problem, (as stated in [JW]), what Planck’s Law ’did’
for the Raleigh-Jeans UV problem?
6. Historical Remarks, Questions, Conjectures
.
1. Due to the basic conceptual simplicity of AP Theory, all of whose concepts
were known very well to the founder of modern topology, Poincare´, it is perhaps not
suprising that his semi-abstract ’resonateurs’, (oscillators), which he never defined
explicitly, (compare to [P1], p.654, [Pl], pp.388, 390, [I], [Pr], p.340) seem to be
topologically realized by the vacuum fluctuations/excitations, the h(r) : Ωn → Ωn.
All this without having to introduce the rigidity of infinite-dimensional Hilbert
space of later Quantum Mechanics. In this context, the non-analytic, purely dis-
crete group-theoretic nature of the fundamental Artin Equation corresponds to the
proof by Poincare´ ([P1], pp. 678-681, [Pr]) and Ehrenfest of the actual theoretical
necessity of Planck’s original postulate, relating continuity and discreteness.
Just like Poincare´ does not need the main concepts of thermodynamics, see
Planck, [Pl], [Pr], p.340, [I], p.880, neither does AP Theory.
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If one also notes that Poincare´, the founder of the topological theory of mani-
folds, who moreover introduced discrete group theory therein, was fascinated with
early Quantum Theory, one almost feels tempted to say ”Poincare´ missed an op-
portunity”, as far as discovering the existence of AP Theory is concerned.
AP Theory could be called ”Poincare´’s Smooth, Holographic (3+1)-TOE”, since
he invented and/or introduced literally all of its basic mathematical concepts.
2. Rigorous, non-perturbative purely group-theoretic calculations can be done in
AP Theory, [W1], [W3], [CW], [C]. Thus AP Theory and its pure framed/colored
braids should be related to so-called ’preons, constituted of braids of space-time’
which ’survive quantum fluctuations’, etc. of Loop Quantum Gravity; compare to
[BMS].
Their Standard Model versions would be immediately related to (3 + 1)-gravity
via the smooth, (3+1)-spacetimesW 4(r), thus giving a 3+1)-TOE. In AP Theory
(3 + 1)-gravity seems feeble, weak, ([W], p.151) because of its holographic nature,
since 4D smooth structures of the W 4(r) are in function of 2D smooth structures,
of the membranic vacuum fluctuations/excitations, the h(r) : Ωn → Ωn. This
seems relevant to the so-called Hierarchy Problem, as well as ’mass without mass’
arguments, ([W], p.129), in QCD.
3. AP Theory has many topological gauge-theoretic similarities with the Quan-
tum Hall Effect (QHE), the vacuum fluctuations h(r) : Ωn → Ωn serving as the
’plateaus’, (see [PG], pp. 17, 18, 103, 355; [BES], p.5374 and [MM]), thus ex-
tending Laughlin’s geometric gauge theory of the QHE in a universal, intrinsic,
non-perturbative, model-free, gauge-theoretical topological manner.
In this context Calcut’s thesis, [C], can be interpreted as a universal, global,
intrinsic gravitational QHE.
4. Although one can compute exactly in a finite, non-perturbative manner in
AP Theory,using, e.g., the computer algebra system magma, ([W1], [W2], [W3],
[C], [C1], [CW]), the only quantitative prediction AP Theory makes at this point is:
if the Higgs boson appears experimentally, it will be somehow related to Poincare´’s
homology 3-sphere and representations of its fundamental group, the binary icosa-
hedral group, I(120), of order 120.
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